Campus Traffic and Parking Regulations

Driving and parking cars, motorcycles, or bikes on the IST campus is regulated by these “Campus Traffic and Parking Regulations”.

The rules below are applicable to everyone on campus and seek to promote the safety of pedestrians and drivers, ensure the best use of limited parking space, and promote good relations with our neighbors.

- The regulations of the Austrian Road Traffic Act (StVO) apply on every road and in every parking lot on campus
- Except on the main road, vehicles on campus should drive at a walking pace
- Cars and motorcycles must meet the standards of the Austrian Motor Vehicle Act (KFG)
- Fire brigade access lanes, fire hydrants and closed areas shall be kept free at all times
- Vehicles shall be properly parked within designated spaces
- No vehicles shall be parked on the grass, on sidewalks or in driving lanes; as necessitated by fire brigade access, this rule applies to the full width of driving lanes
- If vehicles are parked in a reserved, disabled parking space without a valid permit, a telephone number shall be displayed, in a manner easily visible from outside the vehicle, to allow the driver to be contacted in the event that the space is required by a driver with a valid permit
- Bicycles, including e-Bikes, shall be parked at designated bicycle racks; it is prohibited to take them into the buildings
- All avoidable noise is prohibited; no engines shall be running longer than necessary

The institute reserves the right to set aside areas for special events in all parking areas of the campus and to temporarily block certain areas of streets and/or parking lots in order to facilitate repairs, maintenance or construction, without prior notice to the general public.

IST Austria assumes no liability for damage to, or loss of, private vehicles or personal belongings while on campus property.

This guideline is effective as of November 1, 2013 and can be withdrawn or amended by the employer at any time, one-sided, for any reason, without stating the grounds.
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